cairdean marketplace

The re-imagining of an upscale but dated factory outlets
complex into a chic, destination marketplace was an
exercise in editing. Superfluous trim and decoration on
building exteriors were removed to reveal a cluster of
simple architectural forms around an ample, two level
courtyard. Now, the two, two-story structures at the back
of the property are main characters, while the remaining
three lower buildings, like supporting cast, interplay around
a courtyard. This turns what used to be forgotten space
into an integrated and vibrant hub. Plot twists in the form of
elevated terraces and varied finish floor levels add intrigue.
New clerestory windows transform the courtyard setting
with their dramatic glow when evening arrives. Oversized
windows and doorways cut into roadside elevations turn a
more welcoming face to passers-by.

Uses include places to eat, taste, learn, shop, celebrate,
entertain, relax, and gather. Inspired by their Gaelic heritage, the
owners sought to imbue each use with a theme that evokes an
experience that is unique but rooted in the congeniality of their
culture. Our challenge was to capture those distinct elements
without creating a visual and experiential hodgepodge.
The buildings are architecturally united by exquisite materials,
textures, and finely crafted details. These infuse the marketplace
with a common, rustic sophistication. A weatherized, standing
seam roof and a color palette drawn from the surrounding
countryside unite the exteriors of the stripped-down building
forms and anchor them in the Napa Valley. Uses are connected
by the network of gathering spaces. Flexibly lit, they are designed
to function individually, as outdoor extensions of specific activity
centers, or together as a part of a marketplace wide venue.
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